Model-free learning creates stimulus-response associations, but are there limits to the types 2 of stimuli it can operate over? Most experiments on reward-learning have used discrete sensory 3 stimuli, but there is no algorithmic reason to restrict model-free learning to external stimuli, 4 and theories suggest that model-free processes may operate over highly abstract concepts and 5 goals. Our study aimed to determine whether model-free learning can operate over environ-6 mental states defined by information held in working memory. We compared the data from 7 human participants in two conditions that presented learning cues either simultaneously or 8 as a temporal sequence that required working memory. There was a significant influence of 9 model-free learning in the working memory condition. Moreover, both groups showed greater 10 model-free effects than simulated model-based agents. Thus, we show that model-free learn-11 ing processes operate not just in parallel, but also in cooperation with canonical executive 12 functions such as working memory to support behavior. 13 * Corresponding author 1 Introduction 14
The two symbols that represent the initial state are presented simultaneously in the simultaneous condition (left) and separately as a temporal sequence in the sequential condition (right). In this example, AB is the initial state. The simultaneous condition participant goes to the pink final state and receives a reward (signaled by the green $ symbol). The sequential condition participant goes to the blue final state and does not receive a reward (signaled by the black X symbol). condition (i.e. static and external), wherein visual stimuli were presented simultaneously, or in a 81 sequential condition, wherein the same visual stimuli were presented as a temporal sequence that 82 required working memory processing. We also simulated a series of experiments in which artifi-83 cial model-based agents whose behavioral processes we determined were compared to the human 84 participants. Our analysis indicates that our temporal sequences, and consequently information 85 stored in working memory, can trigger model-free learning. Moreover, we found no evidence that 86 given trial whose initial state was AA the participant chose left, and in the next trial with AA 142 as the initial state the participant also chose left, this was considered a stay. The model-free 143 prediction is that the stay probability will increase if the previous trial with the same initial state The difference between sequential and simultaneous condition participants' coefficients (i.e. red minus blue from panel C). In all panels, β 0 is the logistic regression's intercept, β mb is the modelbased coefficient, β mf is the model-free coefficient, and β mb×mf is the coefficient of the interaction between the model-based and model-free effects. Error bars on the data from human participants represent the 95% highest density interval.
We simulated model-free and model-based agents performing this task for comparison with the 149 behavior of human participants in each condition. In all cases, we analyzed the data using Bayesian In addition to examining the stay choice probabilities, we directly tested the degree to which the 156 human participants' and simulated agents' choices were influenced by model-based and model-free associations between temporal sequences of stimuli stored in working memory and a motor response.
241
To that end, we developed a behavioral task based on a previous decision-making paradigm that 242 can determine the model-free and model-based influences on choice [17] . The participants in the 243 simultaneous condition performed this task with the two visual symbols presented together simul-244 taneously and those in the sequential condition performed it with the same two visual symbols 245 presented as a temporal sequence that had to be held in working memory. The model-free effect 246 estimated for the sequential condition was similar to the one estimated for the simultaneous condi-247 tion and higher than that predicted by a purely model-based algorithm. Our results suggest that A key element of our experimental paradigm is that the individual symbols within each temporal 254 sequence convey no information about the best response in isolation. This fact rules out the 255 possibility that the sequential condition's model-free effect is due to an association between a single 256 symbol in the sequence and a response rather than one between the entire sequence and a response.
257
Each sequence element is completely uninformative by itself: it cannot predict reward delivery above chance. Therefore, the task cannot be learned by simple stimulus-response associations with 259 individual symbols in the temporal sequence.
260
Model-free learning processes support habit formation, and thus our results suggest that stim-261 uli stored in working memory can trigger habitual responses. To the best of our knowledge, no 262 study has yet tested for habituation to temporal sequences directly, using procedures such as con- single study has investigated brain activity involved in temporal pattern learning using fMRI [21] . 278 However, the sequence of events in that study was random, and any pattern that occurred was 279 spurious. Moreover, participants were required to respond to the stimuli instead of predicting 280 them, and might thus be implicitly learning a motor sequence. It remains to be determined what 281 brain regions support explicit learning from temporal sequences, or other stimuli held in working 282 memory, and to what degree these systems overlap with those shown to underlie learning from ex-283 ternal environmental cues. In conclusion, we have presented experimental evidence that temporal 284 pattern learning, and consequently learning from internal stimuli held in working memory, can be 285 model-free. 286 Our study has helped delineate the contexts that support model-free learning-a subject of cur- as well as for the study of neuropsychiatric disorders ranging from addiction, obsessive-compulsive 290 disorder, and Tourette syndrome to anxiety disorders and major depression [34] . It is thus impor-
where β > 0 is an inverse temperature parameter that determines the algorithm's propensity to 353 choose the option with the highest estimated value. After the final state s f was observed and 354 a reward r ∈ {0, 1} was received, state-action values were updated according to the following 355 equations:
where 0 ≤ α 1 , α 2 , λ ≤ 1 are parameters: α 1 is the initial learning rate, α 2 is the final learning rate, 357 and λ is the eligibility trace [1, 17] .
358
In the special case where λ = 1, the update of initial state-action values becomes
that is, the estimated values of choosing left and right in each initial state are updated indepen-360 dently of the final state's estimated value. Thus, SARSA (λ = 1) ignores the identity of the final 361 state when making initial-state decisions, and an initial-state action that resulted in a reward will 362 necessarily lead to a higher stay probability when the respective initial state recurs. This is true 363 even if the action will probably lead to the final state with the lowest value. 
where Pr(c → s) is the probability that choosing c will lead to the final state s, which might be 369 0.8 or 0.2 according to the task's transition model. The value of an initial-state choice can thus be 370 understood as the expected value of the final state the agent will go to after making that choice.
371
If V (left, t) > V (right, t), the agent was more likely to choose left and vice-versa.
372
In each trial t, the agent's initial state action was left with probability p left and right with 373 probability 1 − p left , given by
where β is an inverse temperature parameter. After the agent made its initial-state choice and 375 went to a final state s, that final state's value was updated according to the following equation:
where Our method of determining model-based predictions for the stay probability was different from to the next trial with the same initial state, which is not necessarily the next trial. We therefore 386 had to devise an alternative method of calculating the model-based predictions.
rameters. The parameters were obtained by fitting both algorithms to all participants (to generate Figures 3 and 4 ) and the model-based algorithm to the participants in the sequential condition (to 430 perform the simulated experiments). To that end, we used a Bayesian hierarchical model, which 431 allowed us to pool data from all participants to improve individual parameter estimates.
432
The parameters of the model-based algorithm for the ith participant were α i and β i . They 433 were given a Beta(a α , b α ) and ln N (µ β , σ 2 β ) prior distributions respectively. The hyperparameters 434 a α and b α were themselves given a noninformative Half-normal(0, 10 4 ) prior and the hyperpa-435 rameters µ β and σ 2 β were given a noninformative N (0, 10 4 ) and Half-normal(0, 10 4 ) priors respec-436 tively. The parameters of the model-free algorithm for the ith participant were α i 1 , α i 2 , λ i , and 437 β i . They were given a Beta(a α1 , b α1 ), Beta(a α2 , b α1 ), Beta(a λ , b λ ) and ln N (µ β , σ 2 β ) prior distri-
